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Abstract

Objective: The effectiveness of geographic targeting in nutrition programmes depends largely on the degree to which undernutrition clusters within particular areas. This study investigates the extent to which the childhood nutrition indicators, stunting (height-for-age Z-score $<$ $-2$) and wasting (weight-for-height Z-score $<$ $-2$), are spatially clustered; this information is used to determine the implications of spatial clustering for the effectiveness of geographic targeting.

Design: Analysis of data from Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) results. Clustering is assessed by calculating intra-cluster correlation coefficients (ICCs). Estimating the proportion of all children covered by a programme successfully targeting 10% of clusters with the highest malnutrition prevalences allows an assessment of the effectiveness of geographic targeting.


Subjects: Pre-school children of mothers interviewed by DHS.

Main results: The extent of clustering of nutritional status was surprisingly low (median ICC for national samples: stunting $= 0.054$, wasting $= 0.032$) and most countries were characterised by having an ICC $< 0.1$ – i.e. low clustering – for childhood undernutrition (91% of countries for wasting and 78% for stunting). Our assessment of the effectiveness of geographic targeting showed that coverage was better for wasting than for stunting; for wasting, 23% of countries would achieve less than 20% coverage, compared with 76% of countries achieving less than 20% coverage for stunting. Coverage is dependent on the overall prevalence of malnutrition and the ICC.

Conclusions: Childhood nutritional status is determined at the household, or even individual, level; nutrition programmes that are geographically targeted may result in high levels of under-coverage and leakage, thereby compromising their cost-effectiveness; the lack of clustering questions the appropriateness of current nutrition interventions.
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If the Millennium Development Goal of halving the number of undernourished people by the year 2015 is to be met, there is an urgent need to increase the coverage of effective nutrition interventions. With insufficient resources, budgetary constraints and programme transparency increasingly on the agenda, emphasis has been placed on targeting those who are most in need. But given that children at nutritional risk do not come conveniently labelled, how do we find those most in need of intervention?

One option for focusing efforts on those at greatest risk is geographic targeting, defined as concentrating resources on groups from areas that have been ranked on some measure of risk. In nutrition programming, geographic targeting is a widely used strategy and, in contrast to general subsidies, it has been shown to be effective at maximizing coverage whilst minimizing leakage.

However, geographic targeting will only work well if there is a range of contrasting environments to choose from (i.e. between-area variability must be high), so that targeted areas will ‘look’ substantially different from non-targeted areas. As well as this, there must be substantial homogeneity within targeted areas (i.e. within-area variability must be low) to avoid leakage of benefits to low-risk individuals. Nutrition programmes that are targeted geographically implicitly assume homogeneity of risk within the targeted area. But how correct is this assumption? There have been few reviews of the magnitude of between- and within-area variance in...
nutritional risk in children in developing countries, and some commentators have pointed out that the requirement for within-area homogeneity is one that sometimes goes unappreciated.

In fact, the importance of knowing how similar two randomly chosen children from the same area are likely to be in nutritional risk goes far beyond arguments for or against geographic targeting of interventions. If there is little area-level clustering of nutritional risk, then the true determinants of poor growth must lie in household-level behaviours, or even in idiosyncratic characteristics of particular children. Establishing this would have far-reaching consequences for the design of appropriate nutrition interventions.

This paper uses existing national survey data from 46 different countries to quantify the extent of within-area clustering of both stunting and wasting, and then considers the implications of the findings for the design of cost-effective nutrition programmes.

Methods

This study was based on a meta-analysis of published data from the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) rounds III (1992–1997) and IV (1998–2001). Earlier survey rounds (DHS I and II) were excluded because of inconsistencies in the reporting by each country of the data required for this study.

This study was specifically concerned with the information collected on two indicators of the nutritional status of pre-school children: weight-for-height and height-for-age. Both of these indicators are measured in Z-scores, which equate to standard deviations from the median of a reference population (US data collected by the National Center for Health Statistics)7. Children with a weight-for-height Z-score less than –2 are termed ‘wasted’ while those with a height-for-age Z-score less than –2 are termed ‘stunted’8. Wasting is often considered an indicator of the current or recent situation; stunting is more likely an indicator of the long-term cumulative effects of nutrition deficiency. Stunting is generally far more common than wasting, in both urban and rural settings, and this is a reflection of their different aetiologies, determinants and recovery rates.

Information on immunisation status was included as a benchmark for clustering, as this variable is known to be highly clustered9. This is because immunisation coverage tends to be a function of distance from the nearest health centre and the particular outreach strategy adopted in each health centre.

DHS sampling strategy

The DHS are all stratified, two-stage (very occasionally, three-stage) cluster surveys. Cluster sampling involves randomly selecting households that are geographically close to each other, resulting in ‘clusters’ or groups of people who are essentially related in some way or another – here by environment – and thus have some similar characteristics. Wherever cluster sampling is used, it is possible to assess whether individuals living in close proximity to each other are in fact more similar than would be expected by chance alone.

The DHS survey designs are approximately self-weighting, and it has been demonstrated that most of the design effect is due to clustering rather than stratification or weighting10, meaning that the intra-cluster correlation coefficient (ICC) is an appropriate indicator of the clustering effect.

Intra-cluster correlation coefficient

The ICC is a measure of the extent to which observations on a variable x from the same cluster are correlated. It is defined as11:

\[
ICC = \frac{\sigma_b^2}{\sigma_b^2 + \sigma_w^2},
\]

where \(\sigma_b^2\) is the between-cluster variance of x and \(\sigma_w^2\) is the total variance of x. For continuous outcome variables \(\sigma^2 = \sigma_b^2 + \sigma_w^2\), where \(\sigma^2\) is the within-cluster variance12. For binary outcomes such as wasting and stunting, \(\sigma^2 = \pi(1 - \pi)\), where \(\pi\) is the mean of the cluster-specific prevalences13.

The ICC commonly takes values between zero and one: the nearer the ICC is to one, the larger the variability between clusters. The ICC is thus a measure of within-cluster homogeneity14. ICCs above 0.4 are not common unless they are associated with area-level variables, which are clustered by definition15. To interpret ICC values, the following cut-off points, which were also used in the study by Morris et al.7, were used to classify the extent of clustering:

- \(< 0.1\), low clustering;
- \(0.1–0.199\), moderately low clustering;
- \(0.2–0.299\), moderately high clustering; and
- \(\geq 0.3\), high clustering.

A better-known measure related to the ICC is the ‘design effect’ due to clustering, defined as ‘the loss of effectiveness [resulting from] use of cluster sampling, instead of simple random sampling’16. The relationship between design effect, cluster size and ICC is represented in the following equation:

\[
D^2 = 1 + \left(\frac{b - 1}{b - 1}\right)ICC,
\]

where \(D^2\) is the design effect (expressed on a variance scale) and b is the average number of respondents per cluster, or average cluster size17.17.

Re-arranging this identity gives:

\[
 ICC = \frac{(D^2 - 1)}{(b - 1)}. 
\]

Design effects expressed on a standard-deviation scale (D) are routinely reported in the Sampling Error appendices of
all DHS surveys and can be used to estimate the ICC as indicated. The ICC is a portable parameter that can be compared across studies since it does not depend on the cluster size or on the numbers of clusters (although it may be imprecisely estimated due to sampling variability). The design effect, on the other hand, is affected by the sample size.

**Statistical methods**

Median prevalences and interquartile ranges were calculated for wasting and stunting in rural, urban and national sub-samples.

The distributions of the ICC across the different surveys were found to be highly asymmetric, with many low values and some high ones. For this reason, medians were used instead of means because DHS sample sizes were not calculated with specific reference to nutritional status as an outcome, so that average cluster sizes of less than one were possible even when the average cluster size was greater than one. This could happen because DHS sample sizes were not calculated with specific reference to nutritional status as an outcome, so that average cluster sizes of less than one were possible only when a proportion of women interviewed had an eligible child. This phenomenon was even more marked for immunisation status, as the age range of interest was even narrower so the chance of finding a child was lower, resulting in a further reduction in sample size.

**Effectiveness of geographical targeting**

We investigated the effectiveness of geographic targeting, at the levels of malnutrition and ICC encountered in each survey, by estimating the proportion of malnourished children who would be covered by a programme successfully targeting the 10% of clusters with the highest malnutrition rates. This was done by making the frequently adopted assumption that the cluster-specific rates ($P$) of stunting and wasting follow beta distributions defined by the ICC ($\rho$) and mean cluster-specific rate ($\mu$). Beta, rather than normal, distributions are used here since they are bounded by zero and 100% (see Appendix for full explanation of formulae).

**Results**

Table 1 shows the median prevalences of undernutrition by area. The prevalence of stunting was greater than that of wasting. The median prevalence for stunting was 4.6 times higher than that for wasting in the national sample. The corresponding ratios for urban and rural settings were 3.9 and 5.0, respectively.

Wasting and stunting were more common in rural than in urban settings. The median prevalence of wasting was 1.2 times, and of stunting 1.5 times, higher in rural compared with urban settings.

Most countries showed very little evidence of within-cluster correlation of childhood undernutrition (Figs 1 and 2). For wasting, 53/58 (91%) of the national samples were characterised by ICC below 0.1 (low clustering). The number of surveys with ICC below 0.1 was greater in rural (49/52, 94%) than in urban (42/52, 81%) samples. For stunting, 45/58 (78%) of national samples were below the 0.1 cut-off point for low levels of clustering, with frequencies similar for urban (38/51, 74%) and rural (40/
samples. In stark contrast, the distribution of ICC for immunisation status showed evidence of substantial clustering: just 5/50 (10%) of ICCs were below 0.1 in the national samples, with 10/41 (24%) below 0.1 in the urban samples and 7/46 (15%) in the rural samples.

The ICCs for stunting were significantly higher than those for wasting for national (median: 0.054 vs. 0.032, \( P = 0.002 \), Wilcoxon signed rank test), urban (0.068 vs. 0.032, \( P = 0.022 \)) and rural (0.035 vs. 0.022, \( P = 0.005 \)) samples. ICCs for stunting were significantly higher in urban than in rural samples (median: 0.068 vs. 0.035, \( P = 0.014 \), Wilcoxon signed rank test). Significant urban–rural differentials in the extent of area-level clustering were not observed for wasting (0.032 vs. 0.035, \( P = 0.090 \)) or immunisation status (0.261 vs. 0.258, \( P = 0.728 \)).

Calculation of the proportion of malnourished children who would be covered by a national programme successfully targeting the 10% of clusters with the highest malnutrition prevalences showed that coverage for wasting was better than for stunting. For wasting, 23% of countries would achieve less than 20% coverage, compared with 76% of countries achieving less than 20% coverage for stunting. For stunting there were no countries that would achieve a coverage rate greater than 40%, whereas for wasting 21% of countries had a coverage rate between 40 and 60%, and 6% of countries a coverage rate between 60 and 80%.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the coverage of malnourished children achieved by a programme that targets the 10% of clusters with the highest rate of undernutrition, by prevalence of undernutrition and level of clustering. The figures illustrate the fact that coverage is crucially dependent on the overall prevalence of malnutrition as well as the ICC. If the prevalence is only 1%, then an ICC of 0.1 yields over 75% coverage whereas if the prevalence is 20% then the equivalent coverage is below 25%. Coverage also increases with ICC, and the increase in coverage is greater where the prevalence of malnutrition is lower.

**Discussion**

This study shows that across a wide range of developing countries, there is little area-level clustering of childhood undernutrition. This is true at the national level, and for rural communities and urban neighbourhoods separately. This surprising result suggests that virtually all of the observed within-country differences in childhood nutritional status are determined at the level of the household, or even the individual child, rather than being the result of shared unfavourable environmental conditions.

On the face of it, this finding may seem incompatible with what is widely known about the marked differences in the prevalence of childhood undernutrition between, for example, urban and rural areas of the same country. However, it is quite possible to have a rather large average difference in nutritional status between urban and rural areas and still show a low ICC if the within-area variance of nutritional status is sufficiently large. This is precisely the situation revealed by this study, repeated in country after country. It underlines the importance of the issue of within-area heterogeneity of nutritional risk first raised by Hoddinott.
immunisation status. Immunisation status, as a measure of both access to health care and of the effectiveness of area health services, is bound to be similar in children who live close to each other. In many countries, parents scarcely influence whether or not their children get vaccinated; rather, this is mostly left to the discretion of their healthcare providers. Childhood nutritional status, on the other hand, is the outcome of myriad decisions about resource allocation taken within the household. It is therefore not surprising that it varies dramatically from neighbour to neighbour.

The DHS sampling methodology requires that all eligible children within the age range be selected in each family and where there is homogeneity within the family then this can lead to an overestimation of ICC. However, analyses carried out by Lé and Verma\textsuperscript{24} using DHS I and DHS II reports, looking at the effect of clustering of child nutritional indicators on the design effect, within a sample of women, concluded either a small or negligible increase in design effect. They attributed this to the fact that the age range for inclusion into the survey was narrow and that in the majority of cases more than one child was not common.

The present analysis assumes that the randomly selected clusters were a reasonable proxy for the communities or neighbourhoods in which households are located. However, it might be argued that DHS survey clusters are a poor proxy for a true ‘neighbourhood’. Often, they consist only of a few city blocks or a segment of a village. Since clustering is always more pronounced within small geographic areas than within larger ones\textsuperscript{25}, this will lead to our study overestimating the degree of true neighbour-hood-level clustering. This effect might explain the observed differences in the clustering of stunting between urban and rural samples, but does not explain why, in general, levels of clustering of malnutrition are so uniformly low. We also recognise that, in a few rural areas of very low population density, DHS clusters are actually quite large, encompassing children living in numerous ‘locations’. However, children living in these large, dispersed clusters still share many environmental constraints with their nearest neighbours and might have been expected to show similar nutritional outcomes.

The study found that there was even less within-area homogeneity for wasting than for stunting. This may be to some extent explained by the different mechanisms by which such nutritional deficits occur. Wasting is more immediate and susceptible to recovery, whereas with stunting there is little chance of catch-up after being stunted during the first two years of life\textsuperscript{26}. Stunting is associated with socio-economic status\textsuperscript{26}, which is more likely to be similar within areas. Thus it would be expected that stunting would cluster more, although not necessarily to the same extent as socio-economic status since there will be different driving forces affecting clustering for the different variables.

The lack of clustering of childhood undernutrition would suggest that targeting on a geographic basis would frequently result in relatively high levels of leakage and under-coverage, and therefore poor cost-effectiveness. A literature review revealed only two papers\textsuperscript{4,5} that had examined the effect of clustering of childhood nutritional indicators and that these studies were both in agreement with the findings of this study. For example, in a study of seven different cities in Africa, Asia and Latin America, Morris has demonstrated that there were very low levels of clustering for weight-based indicators (ICC = 0.04, median weight/height and ICC = 0.08, median weight/age) and low/moderate clustering for the height-based indicator (ICC = 0.12, median height/age)\textsuperscript{4}.

Our study also revealed that very low levels of clustering call into question the appropriateness of geographic targeting. In fact, for stunting, the prevalence of which is rarely below 10\% in developing countries, low levels of clustering would result in very poor coverage for a hypothetical programme successfully targeting the 10\% of clusters with the highest stunting rates. For example, if we took the median stunting ICC from this study (0.054) and the median prevalence (30\%), then targeting the 10\% of clusters with the highest rates of stunting would only achieve around 15\% coverage of stunting cases. The programme would not reach the remaining 85\% of stunted children. Even at higher levels of clustering, geographic targeting would still result in low coverage levels. Wasting would fare slightly better, but only where the prevalence rates were so low that it would not be targeted for large-scale interventions anyway.

In general, geographic targeting is an attractive targeting mechanism that is easy to implement, has low administrative costs, minimises the potential for fraud, and requires limited household- and individual-level information compared with other forms of targeting\textsuperscript{3}. However, if geographic factors are not especially good predictors of childhood undernutrition, as demonstrated in this study, and where prevalence rates are high, as is often the case, then geographic targeting of interventions may lead to excessive leakage of benefits to those at low risk while leaving many of those at higher risk uncovered.

Given the problems of geographic targeting, household-level targeting might seem to be a more appropriate mechanism. However, this implies having to be able to predict those households at highest risk, and it is not obvious that this would be able to be done with an acceptable level of precision. The only options left would be blanket coverage or screening for the first signs of malnutrition. The former has cost–benefit implications and the latter is only acceptable if rapid remedial action is possible. One other alternative method is to combine geographic with household targeting, where areas are selected first on a geographic basis and then targeting is refined to household level. Above all, with the knowledge in mind that undernutrition may not be well defined by
geographic area, as was originally thought, this study addresses the need for greater clarity in clearer targeting criteria.

More importantly, the fact that a randomly selected pair of children from the same area in a developing country appear to share so little common risk indicates a clear need to develop a new generation of nutrition interventions that are flexible enough to respond to the needs of every individual family and child.
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Appendix

The distribution function of the cluster-specific rates for known \( \pi \) and \( \rho \) is as follows:

\[
\Phi(p|\alpha, \beta) = \phi(p-1)(1-\rho)^{\beta-1} \frac{\Gamma(\alpha + \beta)}{\Gamma(\alpha)\Gamma(\beta)},
\]

where \( \alpha = (\pi \rho - \pi), \beta = [(1 - \pi)/\rho] + \pi + 1 \) and \( \Gamma(.) \) denotes the Gamma function.

Defining \( k \) as the 90th centile of the cluster-specific rates (i.e. \( \Phi_{0.9}(k) = 0.9 \)), where \( \Phi_{0.9}(\cdot) \) is the distribution function of the beta distribution), it follows that the proportion of cases found in the 10% of clusters with highest rate is given by:

\[
\frac{\int_0^k p \phi(p|\alpha, \beta) \, dp}{\int_0^1 p \phi(p|\alpha, \beta) \, dp} = \int_0^1 \phi(p|\alpha + 1, \beta) \, dp = \Phi_{0.9+1}(0.9).
\]

This formula was used to estimate the proportion of cases found in the 10% of clusters with highest rate for each survey, and to construct predictive graphs showing the relationship between ICC and the prevalence of malnutrition and this proportion. The statistics package R (Lucent Technologies, NJ, USA) was used in the calculations involving beta distributions.